VIP Values+: ICT Skills for Peace Projects
Multiplier Event in Cyprus - Agenda

Tuesday, November 29, 2022 – 09:30-12:00
Flamingo Beach Hotel, Larnaca
Piale Pasa 152, Larnaca 6028, Cyprus

09:15-09:30  Participants’ registration

09:30-10:00  **Project VIP VALUES+: ICT Skills for Peace Projects**
Presentation of the project, and consortium. Introduction to the activities implemented and results achieved.

10:00-10:30  **Culture of Peace linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)**
Presentation of the IO1 - Methodological Processes and Framework for the Creation of the Learning Platform. Results of the target group analysis.

10:30-10:45  **Coffe Break**

10:45-11:15  **IO2 – ICT Skills for Peace Projects Platform & IO3 – Training guide on the use of the Platform**
Introduction to the vipvalues.org platform, and the training guide created.

11:15-11:45  **IO4 – Usability Report on Local Trainings**
Presentation of the initiatives created by participants of the project. Presentation of the Usability Report.

11:45-12:00  **Evaluation and closing the event. Networking.**

“VIP Values+: ICT Skills for Peace Projects” is co-financed by the Erasmus + Programme KA205, Strategic Partnerships for Youth. Project number: 2020-2-ES02-KA205-0515530.

[www.vipvalues.org](http://www.vipvalues.org) / info@sealcyprus.org